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Abstract 
Assertiveness training is a psychological intervention 
strategy designed to develop the skills.of individuals who 
fail to defend and express their rights, feelings, or 
beliefs in a straightfoward manner. 
�urrently there is no set procedure regarding the 
composition of assertiveness training when modified to suit 
the needs of various poptilations. However a vast majority 
of professionals do employ effective basic techniques, i.e. 
behavior rehearsal, coaching, feedback, arid social 
reinforcement to shape assertive request and refusal 
behavior. 
Low intelligence limits the mentally retarded person's 
ability to cope with emotional difficulties. Individuals 
that recognize their limitations often experience feelings 
i 
of inadequacy, frustration, and humiliation. These feelings 
are often a constant reminder of inadequacy and become 
apparent in early childhood. Consider the mentally retarded 
child who often faces parental rejection, overpro�ectiveness, 
and guilt. As an adult, institutionalization can further 
1nitigate a loss of coping skills as it has been determined 
to be linked to passivity and submissiveness. 
While assertiveness training has been validated as an 
effective procedure to increase assertive behavior, a 
marked paucity of the literature exists validating the 
efficacy of assertiveness training wi th �ildly �entally 
retarded institutionalized persons . 
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I'his study assessed the outco:ne effectiveness of an 
assertiveness training program via audiotaped feedback, 
behavior rehearsal , discussi on, homework, social 
reinforc ement , and videotaped feedback. The d ependent 
variables were Latency of Respons e, �ompliance Content , 
�ontent .rtequesting irnw behavior, Affec t ,  and Overall 
Assertivenes s .  �ubjects were five male and five female 
trainees randomly assigned to either an experimental or a 
control group. Subjects resided in a privately-owned 
intermediate care facility for the developmentally disabled 
in t he r:iid.,vest. Assessment for the experimental a.."1d control 
groups was conducted over cons ecutive days and was based on 
the Behavioral Assertiveness Test whic h  consisted of role 
playing interpersonal scenes . An analysi s  of covariance 
was computed for each of the five dependent variables 
comparing the two groups, using pretest scores for each 
variable as the covariate. No significant differences 
existed between the two groups for age or IQ. 
The results indicated that three of the five dependent 
variables ( Compliance �ontent , Affec t ,  and uverall 
Ass ertiveness) resulted in a si3nificant increase of 
assertivenes s .  Implications for future research were 
discussed. 
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Statement of the Yroblem 
It has been estimated that the number of mentally 
retarded persons i n  the 0nited �tates approxi mates 3% of 
the total population or about seven milli on people. A vast 
majority of these indivi duals are catagorized as mildly 
mentally retarded. Tarjan and Dingman ( 1960) determined 
that 85� of all mentally retarded pers ons are mildly 
retarded. 
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The definition of mental retardation currently used by 
the American Association on fviental Deficiency states : 
"i.iental retardation refers to s i gnificantly s ubaverage 
general intellectual functioning existing concurrently with 
deficits in adaptive behavior and manifested during the 
developmental period" (Grossman ,  1978, p . 5) . The new 
definition is particularly meaningful to those classifi ed 
as either mildly mentally retarde��r of borderline 
intelligence s olely by virtue of an intelligence tes t .  This 
also provides for individuals that are chronologically 
adults, as adult functioning is defined by social adaptation 
as well as intelligence. Adult functioning is poorly 
predicted on the basis of an intelligence test alone. 
Adaptive behavior is commonly assessed by the A�QD adaptive 
Behavior S c ale or the Vineland S ocial !11aturi ty Scale, while 
intellectual functioning is often assessed using the 
Wechsler scales or the Stanford-Binet . 
The term "significantly subaverage intellectual 
functioning" refers to performance at a level that is 2 
or  more standard deviations below the mean (�echsler 69 or  
below; Stanford-Binet , 68  or below). These new criteria 
necessitated abandonment of the catagory borderline mental 
retardation.  
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Adaptive behavior refers to a person ' s  level of 
"personal independence and social responsibility" in 
comparison to a "same age peer or cultural group" (Grossman, 
197 8 ,  p . 58). 
Low intelligence creates special ad justment problems 
for mentally retarded persons in that it may limit the 
individual' s ability to cope with emotional difficulties 
such as d epress ive reactions , peer rejection ,  and 
s elf-est e em (Edgerton , 1976: Goffman, 1961) . Some 
individuals , cognizant of their limitations , experience 
problems concerning s elf-esteem ,  frustration, and 
humiliation. 
The emotional and intellectual development of mentally 
retarded persons can in addition be adversely affected by 
the impoverished economic and c ultural environment of the 
home , neighborhood , and c ommunity.  
As � child , the mentally retarded person is s ub j ected 
to a variety of stressors . These  include long-term peer 
rejection and an inability to play with s ame age peers . 
Outside of the home, peers are the most important influence 
on the child , as acceptance by peers is g�eatly desire d .  
Furthermore , parents may respond t o  their child with guilt, 
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re j ectio!1 , a't'ld overprotecti veness (.f'oale, 1956) . Clearly 
thes e stressors may increase a child's risk of maladjustment . 
Ins titutionalization may also contribute to 
maladjustment (Devellis , 1977) . l•1any personality 
characteristics have been linked to ins titutionalization. 
Thes e include learning difficulty, passivity, and 
submiss iveness (Devellis, 1977: �dgerton , 1967) . Resultant 
behavior patt erns can mimic the "learned helplessness" 
phenomenon (Seligman , 1975) . Research on learned 
helplessness suggests that non-contingent stimulation is 
responsible for the phenomenon (Roth & Kubal, 19 75: S eligman, 
1975) . These may originate due to non-contingent punishment 
from staff , from the mentally retarded person's peers, and 
seizures which parallel t he helplessness s ituations 
contrived in early animal studies (De vellis, 1977) . 
Further, this phenomenon may propagate or maintain the 
mentally retarded person's existing maladaptive behavior. 
The s everity o f  helplessness among mi ldly mentally retarded 
inst i tutionalized, non-institutionalized ,  and non-retarded 
adults was assessed by Floor and Rosen ( 1975) using 
questionnaire data .  It was determined that both retarded 
groups were more passive dependent , more external on a 
locus of control measure , and less able to cope than the 
non-retarded group. The researchers concluded that the 
responses were indicative of helplessness and of "low IQ 
and overly sheltered experience at home or within an 
institution . "  ( p .  567) . 
Reis s ,  Levi tan , and i.icNally ( 1982) rec01r1mend the us e 
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social learning therapies for institutionalized mentally 
retarded persons. Assertiveness training (Af), 
desensitization, relaxation training, and self-confidence 
training are a few examples. In particular, Af has been 
provided for various populations including children, the 
mentally retarded, and women (Bower, Amatea, & Anderson, 
1976; Granat, 1978; Wolfe & Fodor, 1975). Assertive behavior 
is viewed as a golden mean between aggressiveness and 
passivity, or submissiveness. Submissive verbal behavior 
can consist of conciliatory remarks. Very often one may 
ramble and not make a point; frequent idioms are "I mean, 
you know." Assertive behavior communicates needs by the 
honest expression of sincere feelings. Finally aggressive 
behavior is weighted heavily with humiliating and rude 
expressions. The aggressive person uses words such as 
"you'' to blame, label, or dominate others. The user of 
aggressive words ignores the rights of others to have or 
express opinions and feelings (Bloom, Coburn, & Perlman, 
1978). 
By virtue of their disability, mildly mentally 
retarded persons often exist in a niche conducive to 
dependency. �articularly within an institution, dependent 
or submissive behavior is often rewarded, Structured routine 
procedures abound in part to lessen financial restraints, 
and to reduce the "burden" placed on staff. Due to these 
constraints, mentally retarded persons are often at a 
disadvantage as they lack the skills necessary to 
com:nunicate opinions and feelings. 'i'his study v:as designed 
to develop and augment the assertive skills of mildly 
mentally retarded persons . It is the experimenters 
expectation that the use of these skills will diminish 
feelings of inadequacy, frustration, and humiliation ,  
while contributing to a s ense of personal s elf-worth . 
Research Hypotheses 
The statement of the res earch hypotheses was as effort 
to examine the outcome effectiveness of a particular 
assertiveness training program. 
The following res earch hypothesis was tested:  
1. The experimental group would evidence a 
significant increase of assertive behavior as a result of 
assertiveness training, based on pretest and posttest 
measures with the Behavioral Assertiveness fes t .  
2 .  The control group would evidence no significant 
increase of assertive behavior , based  on pretest and 
posttest measures with the Behavioral Assertiveness Tes t .  
5 
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Revi ew of the Literature 
An abundance of literature d emonstrates the efficacy 
of s ocial skills training to aid the retarded in coping 
with interpersonal difficulties (Gentile & Jenkins , 1980; 
Granat , 1978; J.1atson & Adkins , 1980). However scant res earch 
has been conducted testifying to the efficacy of AT with 
mildly mentally retarded institutionalized persons . 
In 1949,  AT was first conceptualized rather crudely by 
Andrew Salter in his book , "Conditioned Reflex Therapy. "  
Almost a decade later Wolpe (1958) described assertion as 
the communication of et1iotion (other than a'1Y..i ei:;y) to 
another individual . Wolpe (19.58) and Arnold Lazarus 
(1,'folpe & Lazarus, 1966) received s ubstantial recognition 
for shaping AT into its current form .  
As d efined by Lange and Jakubowski (1976), AT is : 
A.s emi-structured training approach whi ch i s  
characterized by its emphasis on acquiring assertive 
skills through practice .  The practice  may be actually 
role playing alternative assertive respons es , or it 
may be indirect by vicariously acquiring assertive 
skills through observing models who d emonstrate 
these behaviors . Although insight and exhortation 
to be more assertive may be present in a particular 
assertion training program, they are not the main 
ways through which individuals are helped to become 
more assertive . When a person becomes more assertive 
s imply through insight or exhortation ,  that person 
has rec eived "ass ertive awareness exposure"  rather 
than ass ertion training (p . 2).  
AT evolved primarily as a technique for individuals 
deemed as lacking assertive behavior responses . Assertive 
responses were reported to eliminate anxieties that 
appeared in the context of interpers onal relationships 
(1.·,'olpe, 1964) . Anxiety was viewed as a hinderance to the 
communication of opinions to others . fhe reciprocal 
inhibition principle of psychotherapy states that when a 
response inhibitory of anxiety ( assertive behavior) 
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occurs with a provoking stimulus, the bond between the 
response and the stimulus will be weakened. i.,ore simply 
stated,  AT i s  founded on the ass umpti on that ass ertive 
responses will function to gradually countercondition 
feelings of fear and anxiety that an individual 
associ ates with a specific situation. The result is a 
change that brings about confidence and allows for the 
sx�ression of fealL!s3 in anxiety-provoking s ituations, 
s ince the person notices that the act of assertive behavior 
does not necess arily lead to negative reactions from 
others (Salter ,  1949; Wolpe, 1973). 
Lazarus (1966) conducted what is believed to be the 
first objective appraisal of AT. ��e techniques that were 
employed were behavior rehears al , direct advice, and 
client-centered therapy. Assess ment was conducted by 
rating the subjects' increase of assertive behavior. 
Lazarus found behavior rehearsal significantly more 
effective than either direct advice or client-centered 
thei:-apy. 
The peaking of interest in A'r can be viewed as part 
of three significant cultural changes of the s ixties . 
.F'irs t ,  it became increasingly more difficult to imbue 
ones elf with a s ense of personal value through traditional 
sources such as marriage and work . One c hange was that 
more value was placed on personal ·relationships , and 
individuals sought alternative means to improve their 
interpersonal relationships (recognizing that skills 
required to improve their relations hips were lacking) . 
Second, society allowed for more diversity in its norms , 
and various practices s uch as alt ernative life styles were 
now tolerated. Still individuals found it difficult to make 
decisions concerning how to behave in light of the new 
societal norms . Cognitive and behavioral skill deficits 
became apparent as these individuals acted on their 
decisions or def ended their choices in the face of 
criticism from others (Lange & Jakubowski, 19?6). Third, 
liberation movements have sought psychologically 
sophisticated methods by which to resolve and reduce 
conflicts nonviolently. �he Gay and Women ' s  Liberation 
movement have found cognitive and behavioral methods for 
c hange an effective s trategy for dealing with social 
oppression. Women , particularly in our s ociety, have been 
reared to please ,  s e rve, and to be unassertive or passiv e .  
Cons equently,  women have found ass ertion difficult as 
they lacked adequate skills ( Bloom et al. , 1978). 
l'·iore formal investigations of A11 began around 1970 
when researchers gained interest in working to develop 
and expand its techniques . The public also sought ways to 
improve personal effectiveness ,  stand up for their beliefs , 
and use new skills to enhance personal growth and 
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relationships. Clearly society maintained its interest 
in AT, as it met the c ulture's needs, and did not terminate 
as a fad. 
Currently no concensus exists to the procedural format 
of AT, as professionals employ various treatment 
techniques to suit their needs (Bower et al., 1976; Gentile 
& Jenkins, 1980; Granat , 1976; Lange & Jakubowski , 1976; 
Rathus, 1972; Wolfe & Fodor , 1975). For exainple ,  Bower et 
al. ( 1976) developed an AT program for use with children 
who failed t o  assert themselves with peers at school and 
were judged to be passiv e .  The authors' model is a basic 
AT approach used with adults modified for use with 
children. rhe adult approach was modifi ed  for three 
principal reasons. First, the conceptual skills of 
elementary aged children are not as well developed as adults. 
Second, the children did not request help; it  was viewed 
that they were not cognizant of their need for more 
assertive behavior ,  unlike the majority of adults entering 
an AT program. Third, the authors hypothesized that the 
children might use more assertive behavi ors if they had 
received positive reinforcement for doing so at school , 
at home , and in the AT group. In light of this ,  teachers 
and parents contrived situations so that the children 
could receive social reinforcement for using assertive 
behavior .  Five girls, aged nine and t en ,  were selected to 
parti cipate in 10 treatment sessions. �ach session 
ranged from JO to 40 minutes in length, and included a · 
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disc ussion and activities period. Session one focused on 
introducing the members and discussing the components of 
assertivenes s .  Sessions two and three involved examining 
the differences between pass ive, aggress ive, and assertive 
response styles . This was accomplished by having the 
children fill in a large chart that consisted of four 
catagories identifying physical cues and feelings that 
characterized each respons e s tyle. The catagories comprised 
t he following: (a) physical behaviors ;  (b) how I feel when 
I act this way; (c) how the other pers on feels ;  and (d) the 
outcome. Additionally, the leader role played while the 
children completed the aforementioned chart. In s ession 
four sub jects were required to role play assertive behavior 
in s ituations suggested by the leader . Later the s ubjects 
devised their own role play s ituations to use in real life. 
Session five consisted of videotaping role plays which were 
replayed and discussed .  This provided reinforcement as the 
subjects could view t hemselves exhibiting ass ertive 
behavior on the television monitor. In the next four 
s es sions, s ubjects rehearsed assertive behavior to use 
in real life problems . The last s ession reviewed the events 
that had occured in pri or sessions . 
Three instruments were developed for their study. 
Thes e were: (a) an obs ervation check list; (b) the 
S elf-rtated Ass ertion Scale; and (c) testing on hypothetical 
s ituations . All measures were adminis tered prior to and 
following treatment . Results indicated that assertiveness 
had increas ed, and that subjects were able to use the skills 
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they had practiced for real life problem s ituations . 
An AT approach for fear reduction was conceived by 
Rathus ( 1972) . Treatment consisted of role playing , homework 
assignments , and a discuss i on of how ass ertive behavior 
would help to alleviate interpersonal difficulties .  Bor 
comparis on a placebo group was used consisting of a 
dis cuss i on of fears . Findings indicated that the treatment 
group had significantly reduced fear. 
In another study, assertive behavior was modified 
using a cognitive/behavioral approach developed by the 
authors (Wolfe & Fodor, 197J). The program was designed to 
free women from oppressive s ex roles . Treatment was 
administered in two phas es . �hase one utili zed behavior 
rehearsal, modeling, and group feedback. Phase two used 
c onsc i ousnes s raising and identifying and challenging 
irrational i deas . Videotapes were used to illustrate 
irrational s elf-statements . It was concluded that 
treatment had effectively increased_and modified assertive 
behavior. 
Professionals have a need t o  determine the efficacy of 
various treatment programs . Galassi,  Galassi, & Litz (1974) 
developed an AT program wherein treatment consisted of 
behavior rehearsal , bibliotherapy , homework assignments , 
peer group s upport , trainer exhortati on ,  peer, video, 
and trainer feedback, and vi deotaped modeling. A control 
group was also utilized. Role play situations were used 
for pretest and posttest meas ures . rles ults indicated that 
the treatment group had significantly increased assertive 
behavior in comparison to the control group. 
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hlcFall and 'l'wentyman (1973) compared various treatment 
programs which included : (a) rehearsal and modeling with 
coaching; (b)  rehearsal with modeling; (c) rehearsal with 
coaching; ( d )  rehearsal only; (e) modeling with coaching; 
and (f) a control group. The results indicated that the 
effects of rehearsal and coaching were substantial both 
independently and additively on all measures. i�Iodeling 
was determined to have very little effect on rehearsal 
alone or rehearsal with coaching. Positive treatment 
effects were generalized from the laboratory to real life 
situat ions. 
Jiic.fall and Marston ( 197) investigated the effectiveness 
of behavior rehearsal . A tape recorded stimulus situation 
was played to non assertive subjects to which they practiced 
assertive responses. After t reatment the subjects' 
responses to a contrived telephone sales pitch was tape 
recorded to d etermine whether the practiced assertive 
responses would be used outside the training center. 
Pretest and posttest assertive responses were compared . 
Furthermore , the sub jects' telephone responses were rated 
on sales resistance, activity level , and poise. rlesults 
evidenced a mild positive effect .  The authors failed to  
identify which behaviors were altered as a result of AT. 
h1any studies in A'l1 have incorporated videotape as a 
means of both recording and rating sub jects' assertive 
responses. This method is particularly valuable, 
providing s ub j ects with immediate feedback (Bangs, 1977; 
Bower et al . ,  1976; �is ler, �iller, & Hersen, 1973; 
Fleming, 1977; Galass i  et al . ,  1974; Gentile & Jenkins , 
1980) . 
The Behavioral Assertiveness Test (BAT) was designed 
by �isler et al . . (1973) to simulate real life situations . 
Subjects were required to role play a series of 
interpersonal scenes which were vi deotaped and later 
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rated for the verbal and non-verbal components of 
ass ertiveness exhibited. Vi deotapes of the subjects' 
responses t o  the model's prompts were rated on nine 
behavioral components of assertivenes s .  It was found that 
five specific behavioral meas ures discriminated high 
assertive subjects from low assertive subjects (Latency of 
Response, Compliance Content, Content Requesting New 
Behavi or, Affect, and Overall Assertivenes s .  Interrater 
reliabilities for the five measures ranged from . 9 6  to 
. 99 (Eisler et al . ,  1973). 
Behavior rehearsal is viewed as a major treatment 
component, having been utilized among mildly mentally 
retarded pers ons (Bangs , 1977;  Fleming, 1977; Jentile & 
Jenkins , 1980; Granat, 197b) . �urrent research attests to 
the efficacy of AT with this population (Gentile & Jenkins, 
1980; Granat , 1978; i�1atson de Adkins, 19b0; Reiss et al . ,  
19ts2 ) .  
Gentile and Jenkins ( 19o0) conducted Ar with five 
mildly mentally retarded women who were s elected to 
part icipate on the basis of having att ended a sheltered 
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workshop program . Treatment techniques cons isted of 
focus ed instructions , modeling, behavior rehearsal ,  and 
group and trainer feedback. �retest and posttest assessment 
procedures involved videotaping respons es to a Behavior 
Hole Playing Tas k developed by the experimenters . This 
included eight scenes of general i mpcrt and four s c enes 
relevent to the indivi dual ' s  particular problem. The 
investigators determined that AT can be effective with 
mildly mentally retarded persons ' acquiring appropriate 
assertive respons e s .  
Granat (1978) s elected s even mildl y  mentally retarded 
adults in a vocational training program t o  participate 
in i-.�. i'!"e2..·L; . .  ant consist;:;d. o::i:' a technic:;_ue kno-. . .  n 2.s 
"broken record. " This technique helps people communicate 
by repeating wis hes and desires in role play situations . 
Ass essment was c onducted by a couns elor and an 
interdi sciplinary team that developed behavioral goals 
and objectives for the participan��· Clients were ass essed 
prior to entering the program and upon completion .  The 
results indicated that AT is effective in increasing 
assertive responses . 
i·lildly mentally retarded persons are capable of 
making a contri bution to s oc i ety,  and employment can 
provide the mentally retarded person with a s ense of 
s elf-worth.  However mentally retarded persons often lack 
the social skills necessary for effective co�munication, 
s uch as are required in a job interview. This can result 
from the stagnating environments of parental 
overprotectiveness (Foale , 1956; Heiss et al . , 1982) and 
institutionalization (Devellis, 1977; �dgerton, 1967; 
Goffman, 1961) which s erve to render the mentally retarded 
person unfamiliar with various social situations . As a 
result of legislation, many states developed mandatory 
education acts which brought about a reexamination of the 
"nature" of mental retardation (Granat , 1978) . Hew 
treatment , training, and educational procedures were 
d eveloped that allowed mentally retarded persons to become 
more active members of the c ommunity. 
This investigation represents an attempt to further 
investigate the efficacy of assertiveness training with 
mildly �e�tally ret arded institutionalized  adults . The 
experiment was designed to test the hypothesis that 
subjects in the experimental group would evi dence a 
significant increase in ass ertive behavior as a result 
of assertiveness training, based on pretest and posttes t  
measures with the Behavioral Assertiveness Tes t .  It is 
also hypothesized that the c ontrol group would evidence 
little or no s i gnificant increase of ass ertive behavior 
as assessed by pretest and posttest measures with the 
Behavioral Assertiveness Test .  
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i�iethod 
Subjects 
The subjects were five male and five female trainees 
randomly ass igned to either an experimental or a control 
group. £ach group was composed of three male and two female 
trainees . Subjects resided in a privately-owned 
intermediate care facility for the developmentally disabled 
in the midwest .  The ten trainees were selected from a 
total population of 81 residents on the bas is of meeting 
the following criteria : ( 1) Wechsler Adult Intelligence 
Scale verbal s core between 54 and 69 ( al�hough one subje�t, 
verbal score 7 3, was waived this requirement as he was 
deemed very unassertive) ; (2)  age of 18 or o lder; 
( 3 )  recommendation by staff s ubstantiating a demonstrated 
lack of assertive behavior; (4) c urrent residential 
placement; ( 5 )  voluntary participation ( while no financial 
remuneration was offered to participants , soft drink 
refres hments were served s ubsequent to each training 
sess ion) ; and ( 6 )  absence of psychosis or evidence of 
organic brain syndrome. 
Subjects ranged in age from lb t o  5b ,  � )6 , �D l�. 56 ,  
and 2 6  t o  42, l•.=Jl . 8, SU=6 . 65, for the control and 
experimental gro ups respectively. Ho s ignificant difference 
existed between the two groups for age, ! ( 8)� u. 59, �=N�. 
'{,AIS Verbal IQ values were �=62. 2, SD=4 . 6, �=65 . 6 ,  SD=5·5 
for the control and experimental groups respectively. No 
s ignificant difference existed between the two groups for 
IQ, 1 ( B) = 1 .  0 6 , £::: NS; · 
Leader, Hater, and i�arrator lraining 
The experimenter functioned as the group leader. 
Training was based on the model and exercises presented in 
Lange & Jakubowski ( 1976) ( s ee Appendix A for complete 
derivation). 
Raters were two psychology graduate students who 
received no financial remuneration. A male role played the 
male vocal portion of the oAf. Because in the ori ginal 
s tudy the BAT was used only with male subjects, certain 
interpersonal role play scenes are not appropriate for use 
with females . As a result, the experimenter made slight 
word c hanges on interpersonal s cenes ff 1, 4 , 6 , 7 , 9 ,  and 13 
to  make the verbal content more appropriate for females . 
For example , s cene #4 originally used with males describes 
the husband purchasing a new shotgun. Clearly it would 
not be ordinarily appropriate for the narrator to say 
"you have jus t  bought a new shotgun, the one you've always 
wanted, " to a female .  Instead the wording was changed to 
"you have just bought a new necklace, the one you've 
always wanted. " In summat ion all 14 s c enes originally us ed 
by 6isler et al., (1973)  were us ed without modification 
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for the male trainees . �ight of the 14 original s c enes were 
used wit hout modification for the female trainees, but the 
�· 
remaining six  s c enes were modified to make the verbal 
content more appropriate for use with female s .  
Las tly ,  a female role played the female vocal portion of 
the BAT (s ee Appendix B for complete derivation) . 
Apparatus 
Behavioral Assertiveness Test 
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�isler et al. , (1973) deve loped the BAT as a 
d evic e  to  assess the behavioral c omponents of assertiveness 
by s imulating real life situations . These  components were 
derived by s everal experienced clinicians who listed the 
spe c i fic behavioral components they viewed were related to 
a judgement of assertiveness .  A s eries of l� interpersonal 
encounters were presented to the s ub j ects who were required 
to role-play each interpersonal s cene which was videotaped 
and later rated on the s ub j ec ts presentation of assertive 
components . Having recognized tha�_ass ertion is a complex 
construct that c onsists of many component behaviors , the 
authors originally d evis ed a rating system comprised of 
what they deemed were the nine behavioral components of 
assertiveness .  On the bas is of these ratings , the s ub jects 
were divided into either a high or low assertive group . 
The results indicated t hat five of the nine behavioral 
measures discriminated the high and low ass ertive subjects . 
Interrat er reliabilities for �ompliance �ontent and �ontent 
Requesting New Behavior were 100�" and 99 .  31.i, while rearson 
c o rrelations for all the other measures were above . 96 . 
A Sony vi deotape machine was us ed to videotape 
sub jects, and a television monitor was used t o  present 
videotaped feedback . Additionally both raters used a 
standard stopwatch to record response times . 
Procedure 
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Subjects were selected by the use of a clinical record 
revi ew in the facility file according to the previous ly 
defined criteria. Subjects who met these criteria were 
contacted to obtain their consent t o  participate in the 
study. The nature of the s tudy was described to each 
prospective subject in advance of seeking their consent . 
Formal written c ons ent was t hen obtained from the 
partic ipants (see Appendix C for complete derivation) . 
The treatment group received one session weekly over 
a s even week perio d  based on the mo del presented by Lange & 
Jakubowski (1976). 
Ass essment for the treatment and control groups was 
conducted over consecutive days and was based on the model 
presented by �isler et al . , ( 1973) with only one 
modification . Only the five specific meas ures that 
significantly discriminated high assertive subjects from 
low assertive subjects were utilized. These were Latency of 
Response ,  Compliance Content , Content Requesting New 
Behavior, Affect,  and Overall Ass ertivenes s .  Raters who 
were blind to the experimental condition evaluated both 
the pretest and posttes t  vi deotapes for both conditions . 
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The Behavi oral Assertiveness Test was used to measure 
assertive behavior, pre and post training. �retest 
assess ment was conducted prior to the admi nistration of 
treatment for the control and experimental groups . Posttest 
assessment was conducted for both groups subsequent to  the 
termination of treatment . 
Prior to the onset of treatment , all subjects were 
read the following set of instructions before videotaping: 
"The reason for what we are doing today is to find out 
how you would respond to some everyday s ituations 
that might occur outs i de of Heritage Hous e .  The i dea 
is for you to respond just as if you were in t hat 
situation at home , in a store , or in a restaurant . 
The t elevision c amera is in the room s o  that I c an 
later see  how you responded. kost people find that 
they can relax in front of the camera in a s hort 
time. When I describe a situation to you I want you 
to make believe that you are really ther e .  
name of role model will play the part of your 
wife husband or another person that I will describe 
to you. After the situation is des cribed (name of 
role model) will say something to you. After (he/she) 
speaks to you I want you to s ay what you would 
normally say i f  you were actually in  the s ituation. 
Do you have any questions?" 
Two practice s ituations were then adminis tered to ensure 
that subjects understood the directions . Afterwards a 
series of 14 s cenes were administered and videotaped. 
Precisely after each s c ene was narrated, the role model 
turned to  the subject and responded with his/her 
predetermined prompt . The subject then responded to the 
role model .  The role models were instructed to react to  the 
subject's responses in  a matter of fact tone to  prevent 
response feedbac k .  
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Results 
To assess interrater reliabilities , two judges had 
rated the 10 s ub jects on all behavioral measures . 
Percentage of agreement for the two dependent content 
measures (Compliance Content and Content Requesting New 
Behavior) were computed for each content meas ure by dividing 
the total number of interjudge agreements by the total 
number of agreements and dis agreements .  Interrater 
reliabilities were 100� and 100� for Compliance Content and 
Content Requesting New Behavior respectively. 
For the remaining three measures (Latency of Respons e ,  
Affect, and Overall Assertiveness) ,  Pearson product moment 
correlations were computed between the two s ets of judges 
ratings . For each of the three measures , 20 correlations 
were computed between the two s ets of ratings obtained 
from the 10 subjects pre and posttes t s .  A mean correlation 
and standard deviation was then computed based on each set 
of 20 correlations . In order , mean correlations and 
standard deviations for Latency of Respons e ,  Affec t ,  and 
Overall Assertiveness were r=. 9 9 ,  � LJ=. OOb , r=.65, �D=.71, - -- - -
and r=. bb,  SD=. 12 .  Additionally, the judges had given the - -
s ame numerical rating consistantly for all 14 s c enes on 4 
posttests and 2 pretests . fhes e ratings had occured with 
the Affect and Overall Assertiveness measures . 
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Scoring procedures were adapted in part from �isler et 
al. , ( 1973) and are as follov:s: 
(a) Latency of Response--Length of time from termination of 
the role model's prompt to the beginning of the subject's 
speech. Pauses greater than JO seconds terminated timing. 
(b) Compliance Content--Compliance in verbal content was 
rated for each scene on a dichotomous basis of occurance 
or non-occurance. Compliance �ontent was scored if the 
subject did not resist the role model's position. 
(c) Content Requesting New Behavior--Verbal content was 
scored on a dichotomous basis of occurance or non-occurance 
with respect to the requesting of new behavior from the 
role model. Subjects were required to request a change in 
the role model's behavior, and evidence more than 
non-compliance alone. 
(d) Affect--The subjects speech was rated on a five point 
scale for affect. 1 indicated a very flat unemotional tone, 
5 a full and lively tone. 
(e) Overall Assertiveness--After the judges rated all the 
previous measures, they were requested to read descriptions 
of assertive behavior found in Vwlpe ( 197 J) and �iolpe & 
Lazarus (1966). Then the subjects were rated on a five 
point scale. l indicated very unassertive behavior, 5 very 
assertive behavior. 
Computation was accomplished in the following manner. 
ior the content �easures (Compliance Content and �ontent 
Requesting Hew Behavior) the total number of ccmpliances 
and reques ts were summed separa·cly for each subject, and 
were based on both judges ratings over the 14 scenes 
(potential range of scores 0-28) . 
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The remaining three measures (Latency of Response, Affect , 
and Overall Ass ertiveness)  were computed separatly by 
obtaining the mean value averaged for each subject , and 
was bas ed on both judges ratings over the l� scenes 
( see Table 1 for complete derivation) .  Ratings for all 
measures were done by two psychology graduate students. 
Analysis of covariance was computed for each of the 
five measures of the BAT comparing the two groups using 
pretest scores for each variable as the covariate. The 
results indicate significance for Compliance Content 
F (1 , 7) = 7 . 74 ,  J2< . 027; Affect ];<"' (1 , 7) = 20.00, J2 < . 003; 
and Overall Assertiveness F (1, 7)= 51. 57, ]2<. 001 
respectively. Latency of Response � (1,  7) = 1 . 92; and 
Content Request ing New Behavior F ( 1 ,  7 )= J . 37 were found 
not to be significant. ( see ·rable 2 - -for complete derivation). 
Discussion 
It was predicted in this study t hat treatment would 
result in an increase in assertive be havior as assessed by 
the five rated behavioral co rnponents . ·rhe results support 
this supposition in that three of the five measures were 
found to be s ignificant (�ompliance l.Jontent , Affect ,  and 
Overall Ass ertiveness) . The two remaining measures were not 
found to be s ignificant ( Latency of Response and Content 
Requesting New Behavior) . It was also hypothes ized that the 
control group would evidence no s ignificant increase of 
assertive behavior. The results also support this 
supposition ( see Table 2 for complete derivation) . Similar 
findings on these behavioral measures have been found in 
past research ( Galass i  et al. , 1974; Gentile & Jenkins, 
1980; McFall & Marston, 1970) with both retarded and 
non-retarded populations . These res earchers also failed to 
find significance utilizing the Latency of Response 
measure, though �isler et al . ,  (1973),  in contrast, did 
find this measure to s ignificantly differentiate high and 
low assertive s ubjects . Hesponse latency appears to be 
affected by an assortment of factors including cultural and 
geographic differences . In this s tudy the subjects 
demonstrated a wide range of latencies from 0 . 1  second to 
JO s econds. Although some subjects responded very quickly, 
the responses were not ineffect ual. 
The measure Overall Ass ertiveness was utilized both in 
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Gentile & Jenkins ( 1980 )  and in this study. \·,hile this 
study found Overall Ass ertiveness to be s ignificant, 
Gentile & Jenkins ( 1980) did not . A plausible expla�ation 
for this discrepancy may be due to the differences in role 
play scenes and content of the training programs. cisler 
et al., ( 1973) also used this measure, although it was 
employed solely to dichotomize high and low assertive 
sub j ects and s tatistics were not reported for this measure. 
The remaining three measures (Compliance Content , Content 
Requesting New Behavior,  and Affect) were also utilized by 
£isler et al . ,  ( 1973) who found these measures valuable as 
they significantly differentiated high and low assertive 
subjec t s .  This study also found the Compliance Content and 
Affect measures to be significant , with the sum of the 
Compliance Content scores ranging from O to 28 based on 
all 14 s c enes . Content Requesting Hew Behavior was not 
determined to be significant in this study, and s cored 
ranged from 0 to 24 based on all 14 s cenes . The Affect 
measure was determined to be significant in this study. 
The scores ranged from 1 . 46 to 3 . 92 based on the mean 
average of the two judges ratings for all 14 scenes . As 
stated previously, the judges had given the sarne numerical 
rating consis t ently for all 14 scenes on 4 posttests and 2 
pretests . Four of these sets of ratings occured with the 
control group, two with the experimental group. These s ets 
of ratings had occured with the Affect and Overall 
Assertiveness measures . An explanation for the Affect 
;;;easure is that the :;::>articipants had consistently s poke 
with the same affective tone throughout all 14 s cenes . 
This explanation for the Overall Assertiveness measure is 
that the two subjects had consistently exhibited very 
unass ertive behavior on all 14 scenes . This had resulted 
in the judges congruent assignment of consistent ratings 
of 1 for both subjects . 
Results such as those previously described for this 
study give support to the findings of £isler et al. , ( 1973) , 
that assertive behavior is a complex construct that 
consists of verbal and non-verbal components .  
Numerous implications of ass ertiveness training need to 
be address ed by researchers . For example, is it  possible 
that retarded persons may abuse others as a result of 
training? Gentile & Jenkins ( 1980 ) observed this not to be 
valid . Subjects in this study were also observed after 
training and found not to be abusive, yet the possibility 
exists . 
Profess ionals often vary the number o f  sessions they 
conduct. Some trainers utili ze as few as five s essions 
while others conduct as many as 2 5 .  The number of sessions 
should be varied to suit the needs o f  the target population. 
In this �tudy s even s essions were conducted of approximately 
fo�rty-five minutes in lengt h. The short sessions 
maintained the participants interes t ,  and s even sessions 
adequately covered the material deemed beneficial for this 
�rogram. 
The role plays used in this study were originally 
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designed for use with a non-retarded population. These role 
plays required the participants to act in some situatio�s 
that by virtue of their disability they would be unlikely 
to encounter. These include situations involving progeny, 
owning a shotgun , and as a s pous e .  Albeit these role plays 
were used with mentally retarded persons , the participants 
correctly comprehended the role play s ituations . Future 
research might involve developing a more appropriate s et 
of role play situations for use with mentally retarded 
persons . 
Another topic worthy of investigation is the efficacy 
of a short term assertiveness training program . After 
evaluation , treatment would concentrate on s pecific deficit 
areas . 'rhis implies that the groups would be rela.ti vely 
small , and focus on areas such as eye contac t ,  loudness of 
s peech, duration of looking and reply, and posture . Such a 
program as this would be extremely valuable t o  unass ertive 
ins titutionalized mentally retarde�_ pers ons , as funding 
for a long t erm program may hot be available.  Additionally 
an AT program can be available on a need basis . 
The exercises conducted in t his study did incorporate 
the previously described components . An exercise of 
particular value to mentally retarded persons was dealing 
with persistent persons . As an exampl e ,  the trainees often 
complained t hat many res idents at the facility were a 
constant nuisance by begging for money. 1 .. any treatment 
techniques are currently available for professionals . 
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Fut ure research mi ght be direc t e d  towards evaluat i ng o ut c o me 
studi es and identifying effi c ac i o us treatment t echniques 
and pro gr��s for t arget populat i o ns. 
Altho ugh treatment may focus o n  a partic ular deficit 
or be general in nature, t he generali zation o f  training to 
o t her aspect s  o f  the trai ne e L s  life must also be asses sed. 
Further, the appropriate use of ass ertiveness must be made. 
Trainees must underst and that they can not have their 
demands met under c ertain circumst anc es. For example, it 
would be unrealistic for a mentally retarded perso n to 
assert i vely request a loan from a bank while po ssessi ng no 
c o llateral. 
The effect s  o f  asserti veness training must also be 
evaluat ed o n  a longitudinal basis in t erms o f  the 
environment's response to an as s ertive mentally retarded 
person.  How mi ght the mentally ret arded perso n ' s  parents 
respond to him? How might other indi vi duals respond to an 
assertive request ? It is possi ble �?at some i ndivi duals 
may laugh at the ment ally retarded person. What effect 
might this have o n  future ass ert i ve request and refusal 
behavior7 0learly these possibilities must be examined. 
Lastly, a mentally retarded pers o n  must be allowed to 
make dec i si o ns. uverpro t ec t i ve parents and institutions 
that decide for mentally ret arded persons s erve t o  render 
them dependent and c o nt ribut e t o  helplessness. These 
i ndivi duals might not have the opportunity to benefit from 
training. As a co nsequenc e ,  the ment ally retarded person i s  
de'Jri ve d o f  the arowth and develonment o f  s:{ i lls nec ess2rv v � � 
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for independent functioning . .Parents and institutions 
must be appris ed of the importance of allowing the mentally 
retarded person t o  make d ecis ions and accept the 
responsibility that comes along with the d e c i s ion making 
pro c e s s . 
The results of this study establish that components of 
ass ertiveness can b e  improved through treatment . Beneficial 
results of training should enable the mentally retarded 
pers o n  to develop greater s elf confidence and l e s s en 
feelings of frustrat i o n ,  hwni liation , and inadequacy that 
many fac e .  
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Table 1 
Variable l\'1ean and Standard Deviations 
J4 
'l1able l 
Summary Table of Variable i;1ean and Standard Deviations for 
the Treatment and Control Groups Pretest a�d ?osttest 
Variable 
Name 
Latency of Response 
Compliance Content 
Content Requesting 
New Behavior 
Affect 
Overall Assertiveness 
Treatment 
Pre 
!!!=4 . 27 
SD=5 . 16 
@=7 . 20 
SD=9 . 86 
- . 
1''1=5 . 60 
SD=4 . J4 
SD=0 . 77 
ir.=2 . 91 
!:>lJ=O . 70 
Post 
1. 7 8  
1. 09 
J . 20 
4 . 15 
12 . 0  
8 . 60 
J . 48 
0 . 43 
J . 64 
0 . 55 
Control 
Pre 
6 . 18 
5 . 29 
17 . 20 
13. 08 
3 . 60 
J . 58 
2 . 54 
0 . 70 
2 . 12 
1 . 11 
Post 
16 . 40 
11. 52 
4 . 40 
5 . 18 
2 . 56 
0 . 62 
2 . 24 
1 . 07 
Table 2 
Analysis of Govariance 
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Table 2 -----
Analysis of 0ovariance Swnmary 'fable of i"iean Square s ,  
I Ratios , Probability Levels , and Significance 
Variable 
Name 
Latency of Response 
Compliance Content 
Content Requesting 
New Behavior 
Affect 
Overall Assertiveness 
J.,ean 
S quare 
41.  74 
77 . 28 
4 6 . 62 
2 . 22 
F Ratio 
7 . 74 
3 . 37 
20. 00  
51 . 57 
.Probability 
.Level 
. 208 
. 027 
. 109 
. 003 
. 001 
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Appendix A 
Assertive Training Exerc ises 
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!::i ession 1 
Introductory ' mini lecture 
Inane topics 
Yes-no 
Giving and rece iving compliments 
S ocial conversations 
Homework 
Session 2 
Discrimination tape exercise 
Accepting personal rights in fantasy 
Homework 
S ession 3 
Discuss ion of homework 
Yes-no 
Identifying human rights and acc epting these in fantasy 
Emotive imagery 
S ession 4 
LJiscussion of homework 
h1aking and refusing requests 
Making statements without explaination 
Dealing with persistent persons 
S ess ion 5 
Discussion of homework 
Small group behavior rehearsal : the line 
Defining one ' s  own behavior 
Giving and rec eiving compliments 
Videotaped fe edback 
S ession 6 
Making and refusing requests 
Dealing with persistent persons 
Making statements without explaination 
S ession 7 
Carrying on social conversations 
.Cnding s ession 
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Appendix B 
Rol e Plays 
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kale Role Plays 
1 .  Narrator : " You have j us t  come home from work, and 
as you s ettle down to read the newspaper you discover that 
your wife has cut out an important article in order to get 
a recipe that is on the back of i t .  You really like to read 
the whole newspaper. "  Hole 11Jodel \vife: " I  just wanted to 
cut out a recipe before I forgot about it . "  
2 .  Narrator : " You have just punis hed your son for his 
bad behavior and told him that he must stay in his room for 
the rest of the afternoon . Your wife feels sorry for him and 
tells him that he can go out to play . " Role hiodel Wife: 
"It ' s  so nice outs i de; it ' s  a shame to make him stay in his 
room. " 
3 .  Narrator: "You c ome home late one night and your 
wife demands a reason of why you are s o  late. As s oon as 
you begin to explain she interrupts you and starts 
s c reaming about how incons i derate you are. " 
Role Model Wife: "I don't c are what happened. You are the 
most inconsiderate person in the world for making me worry 
about you. " 
4 .  Narrator: "You have just bought a new shotgun , 
the one you ' ve always wanted. " Role Model Wife : "You 
di dn ' t  need another shotgun. You have too many now. " 
5. Narrator: " You have j us t  come home from a hard 
day ' s  work hoping to have a nice home-cooked meal . Instead 
you find that your wife has another frozen t . V .  dinner in 
the oven . " Role fv1odel Wife: " I  dTdn • t have time to cook 
again today . I hope you don ' t  mind having a frozen dinner. " 
6 .  Narrator : "Your wife has just told you that she 
just has to have another c hair for the livingroom. You know 
that you can ' t  afford it . "  Role !\1odel vdfe: "Please let ' s  
order the chair now. You promis ed that we coulC. have it . "  
7 .  Narrator : "You ' re in the middle of an exciting 
football game. Your wife walks in and changes the T . V .  
channel everytime you' re watching a good game. " 
rtole N1odel \'life: "Let ' s  watch this movie instead; i t •  s 
s upposed to be real good. " 
8 .  Narrator : "You ' ve just put up new shelf paper in 
the kitchen whic h  has taken you some time to put together. 
You' re wife comes in and makes some com:nents telling you 
have not done a good job . " rlole l•!odel i.·� ife:  .. .. ·. ould you 
mind taking that awful looking shelf paper down . "  
9 .  Narrat or : " You' re wife proudly presents you with 
a shirt she has bought you for your birthday. You don ' t  like 
the color and would like to exchange it for another, but 
you don ' t  want to hurt her feelings . "  Role i•iodel v;ife : 
"Here ' s  your birthday present . I hope you like it . "  
1 0 .  Narrat or : " You have just come home frorn a hard 
day ' s  work dead tired . Your wife tells you that she has 
accepted an invitation for you both to visit friends that 
evening. You are definitly not in the mood to go out . "  
Role hiodel Wife : " I  just l<:new that you ' d  like to visit 
tonight ; l et ' s  go right after dinner . "  
11. Harrator : " You ' re in a crowded grocery store and 
are in a hurry. You ' ve picked up one small item and get in 
line t o  pay for it when a woman with a shopping cart full 
of groceries cuts in line right in front of :vou . " 
Role Model Woman : "Yoti. won • t mind if' I cut in here·, .will 
you? I ' m  late for an appointment . "  
12 . Narrator : " You ' r e  in a drug store , and you buy 
something that costs 75 cents . You go t o  the cashier t o  pay 
for it and hand her a five-dollar bill . �he rings up the 
sale and hands you 25 c ents , change for only a dollar . " 
Role Model Cashi er : "Her e ' s  your change s ir . " 
1 3 .  Narrator : " You have just bought a new shirt and 
upon putting it on for the first time notice that s everal 
buttons are missing. You return to the sales clerk who sold 
it t o  you . "  Role Model Clerk : "h1ay I help you s ir?"  
14. Narrator : " Yo u ' re in a restaurant with some 
friend s .  You order a very rare s t e ak .  The waitress brings 
a s t e ak to the table which is s o  w·e-il done it looks burned . "  
Role Model Waitress : " I  hope you enjoy your dinner s ir . " 
43 
Female Role Plays 
1 .  Narrator : " You have just come home from work , and 
as you s ettle down to read the news paper you discover that 
your husband has cut out an important article in order to 
get a crossword puzzle that is on the back of it . You really 
like to read the whole newspaper. "  Role 1111odel Husband: " I  
just wanted to cut out a crossword puzzle before I forgot 
about it . "  
2 .  Narrator:: " You have just punis hed your son for his 
bad behavior and told him that he must stay in his room for 
the rest of the afternoon. You ' re husband feels sorry for 
him and tells him that he can go out to play. " 
Role I11odel Husband: " It ' s  s o  nice outside; it ' s  a shame 
to make him stay in his room . "  
3 .  Narrator : " You come home late one night , and your 
husband demands a reason of why you are s o  l at e .  As soon as 
you begin to explain he interrupts you and starts screaming 
about how inconsiderate you are . "  Rol e  IY1odel Husband: 11 I 
don ' t  care what happened. You are the most inconsiderate 
person in the world for making me worry about you. " 
4 .  Narrator : " You have just bought a new necklac e ,  the 
one you ' ve always wanted. " Role foodel Husband: "You 
did' n"J; need another necklace .  You have too many now. " 
5 .  Narrator : " You have just come home from a hard 
day ' s work hoping to have a nice home-cooked meal. Instead 
you find that your husband has another frozen T . V .  dinner 
in the oven . " Role il'lodel Husband :- - " I  didn ' t  have time to 
cook again today. I hope you don ' t  mind having a frozen 
dinner . "  
6 .  Narrator : " Your husband has just told you that he 
just has to have new carpeting for the livingroom. You 
know that you can ' t  afford it . "  Role 1•1odel Husban d :  
" Please l et ' s  order the c arpeting now. You promis ed we could 
have it . "  
7 .  Narrator : " You ' re in the middle of an exciting soap 
opera s how . You '  re husband walks in and changes the •.r . V .  
channel everytime your watching a good s oap. " 
Role j,·.odel Husband : "Let ' s  watch this movie ins tead; it ' s  
supposed to be real good. " 
8 .  Narrator : " Yo u ' ve just put up new shelf paper in 
the kitchen which has taken you some time to put together . 
You ' re husband comes in and makes some comments telling 
you that you have not done a good job . " rtole l'.odel Husband : 
rn::ould you mind taking thc.t awful lookin,3 s helf pa]_:'-9r down . ti 
9 .  i,arrat o r :  " Yo u '  re husband proudly presents yo'..l 
with a blous e he has bought you for your birthday. You 
d on ' t  l i k e  the c o l or and would liKe to exchange it for 
ancther , but you d on ' t  want to hurt his feeling. " 
Hole J.1odel Husband : "Here ' s  your birthday present . I hope 
y�u like i t . " 
10 . Narrat o r_ :  " You have j us t  ccme home from a hard 
day ' s  work d ead tired . Your husband tells you that he has 
accepted an invitation for you both to visit so;rie friends 
that evening. You are d efinitly not in the mood to go out . "  
Role i·10del Husband : " I  j ust Knew that yo u ' d  l i ke to visit 
tonight ; let ' s  go right after dinner . "  
1 1 .  Narrator : " You ' re in a crowded grocery store and 
are in a hurry . You ' ve picked up one small item and get in 
line to pay for it when a man with a shopping cart full of 
groceries cuts in line right in front of you . " 
Role Jv1od el h1an : " You won ' t  mind if I cut in here , will 
you? I ' m  late for an appointment . "  
12 . Harrat o r :  " You ' re i n  a drug s t ore , and you buy 
something that costs 7 5  cents . You go to the cashier to 
pay for i t  and hand him a five-dollar bill . He rings up the 
sale and hands you 25 c ents , change for only a dollar . "  
Role IY10del Cashier : "Here ' s  your chang e . " 
1 3 .  Narrato r :  " You have just bought a new blous e 
and upon putting i t  on for the first time notice that 
s everal buttons are missing . You return to the sales 
clerk who s o ld it to you . " Hole iv1odel Sales Clerk : "h1ay 
I help you ? "  
14. Narrat o r :  "You ' re i n  a restaurant with s ome 
friends . You order a very rare steak . The waiter brings a 
steak to the table which i s  s o  welI done i t  looks burned . "  
Role l<iodel Waiter : " I  hope you enjoy your dinner . " 
Appendix G 
Waiver of Liability 
7his research pro j e c t  is conducted by a graduate 
student in an attempt to further the knowledge conc erning 
teaching assertive behavior and effective communication 
skills . 
fhe treatment t e chniques employed in this study may 
improve co�municat ion skills as these t e chniques are not 
fully d eveloped. A po ss ibility exists that the effects of 
treatment may bring about no chang e ,  or result in a decline 
of c ommunication skills . 
All personal information and videotaped material will 
be held c onfidential. This material will be s e en by the 
investigator , David Larry Bokor , raters , and colleagues that 
have a specific purpose in viewing the material. 
WAIVER OF LIABILITY 
The participants d i s c omfort and risk reas onably to be 
expected by partic ipation in this pro j e c t  have been explained 
to me and I understand them as they were stated in the 
written description of this pro j e c t  s ummarized above . 
I have been given the right to ask and have answered 
any inquiry conc erning the foregoing. (.lues tions , if any, 
have been answered to my satisfaction . 
I . ��_..(�N�am"'--'e�>--���� ' freely and voluntarily and 
without undue inducement releas e David Larry Bokor, Bastern 
Illinois Univers ity,  raters , and any other individuals 
connecte� with this pro j e c t  from liability and legal 
obligation. I have read and unders t and the foregoing. 
.lJa t e  �ignature o f  subject 
